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21st CENTURY SCHOOL IN 20th CENTURY BUILDINGS
The conventional schooling approach where a student is only permitted one room for an allotted time does not develop genuine skills in independently sorting one’s life out. The more practice young
people get at independently organising their day, their learning and the help they need, the more they will perfect these skills. In this model, most learning is done through negotiated inquiry projects,
either as individuals or groups. The whole school day is controlled by the student and they use any of the four allocated rooms and book into tutorials as they need. The same four teachers cover the
overall space they used to. They teach tutorials on a rotation and mentor students in the other 3 rooms at all other times. Evidence from schools that have used this shows students becoming more
confident and driven ivy the ownership they have over their learning and the space provided.
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LESSONS

CAVE

PAIRS

The Cave is the silent room for
study, reading and reflecting. No
noise allowed! Dividers,
bookshelves, beanbags and
comfortable chairs help students
relax and isolate themselves.

A pairs room is for quiet discussion
and peer tutoring. The desk
configuration encourages the
students to stick to the quiet pair
work rule.
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GROUP
The group room is noisier and
allows teams to hold project
meetings or plan inquiries into new
learning. Whiteboards around the
walls help team planning and
brainstorming.

TUTORIAL
Students book into one of two
tutorials in specialised subject areas
or general Q & A sessions each halfhour. Only 10 spots available per
tutorial. The room includes central
seating that allows for silent
observation of tutorial for those
wanting repeats or not needing to
Question.
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Hekia Parata (M.P.)
U.S. CEO International K-12 Online Learning (Washington)
Assessment Transformation Team (NZQA)
University of Auckland
The Mind Lab
CORE Education (Christchurch)
Lynfield College (DP)
Avondale College (Principal)
Taupaki Intermediate (Principal)
Hobsonville Point (DP)
Orewa College (Me)
Ministry of Education - Assessment planning
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AGENCY

ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING
STAGE 1
Teacher
driven
Class
focused on
completing
and
behaving

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4
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TKI - Assessment for learning & locus of control resources (a snapshot)
Learning
environment

Learning focused
relationships

Clarity about
learning

Assessment
literacy

Promoting further
learning

Reflecting on
Learning

Students are
active and
committed
participants in
creating the
environment
that best suits
them & hold the
teacher
accountable

Students are
independent
learners who have
a commitment to
evaluating and
adjusting their
learning to meet
their needs in
partnership with
the teacher.

Students are
able to describe
the
characteristics
of quality work,
their contribution
to developing
success criteria,
and how they
use the criteria.

Students use self
and peer
assessment to
independently
assess their own
and other students’
progress.

Students are able to
see the next steps
of their learning
through
conversations that
strongly build on
current learning, and
relate to bigger
patterns of
meaning and
understanding using
available curriculum
matrices and other
resources.

Students are able
to reflect
independently of
the teacher to
evaluate their
learning and the
learning process.

C o nte nt

More detail here

Number and Algebra. Number involves
calculating and estimating, using appropriate
mental, written, or machine calculation
methods in flexible ways.
Geometry and Measurement. Geometry

Statistics involves identifying problems that can
be explored by the use of appropriate data,
designing investigations, collecting data, exploring
and using patterns and relationships in data,
solving problems, and communicating findings.
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and symmetries of shapes and describing
position and movement.

t

involves recognising and using the properties

Understanding
your own
understanding

TEACHER TRAINING
More info:
Pam Hook (Aus)
@arti_choke
pamhook.com
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